The Wine Advocate # 230 April 2017
« Wow, what a wine ! « : Felgaria 2015 (94-97), Jeb Dunnuck

The Wine Advocate # 218 April 2015
« One of my favorite producers in Faugères, Domaine de Cébène
is run by the passionate and talented Brigitte Chevalier. ...
Her wines are always beautifully textured and shine for their balance and elegance », Jeb Dunnuck

The Wine Advocate # 212 April 2014
« Top producers here [Faugères] include ... Domaine de Cébène », Jeb Dunnuck
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Live from the Languedoc
12 Mar 2014 by Richard Hemming
http://www.jancisrobinson.com/tasting_articles/ta201403041.html
DOM DE CÉBÈNE
Dom de Cébène, Ex Arena 2011 IGP Pays d'Oc 16 Drink 2014-2022
Majority Grenache from old sea sediment terroir. Whole bunch fermented. Lovely plump fruit, smooth and softened, but a little
metallic. Then an incredible length with beautiful fragrance on the finish – unexpectedly interesting - very much a wine of two
halves. (RH) 14%
Dom de Cébène, Ex Arena 2012 IGP Pays d'Oc 16.5 Drink 2014-2022
Vibrant black fruit with plenty of black pepper spice. Fine tannins, incredible savoury finish with a bitterness that lingers. Very dense.
(RH) 14%
Dom de Cébène, Belle Lurette 2012 Faugères 16.5 Drink 2018-2028
70% Carignan plus Grenache and Mourvèdre. Blackcurrant, liquorice, leather. Incredibly savoury again – this seems a signature of
the estate. Not heavy in body, but the fruit is almost impenetrable – needs ageing. (RH) 13%
Dom de Cébène, Les Bancèls 2012 Faugères 16.5 Drink 2016-2026
Blackcurrant, really fine dusty tannins. Rustic and chunky, with loads of concentration on the mid-palate. Potent and heady. (RH)
14%
Dom de Cébène, Les Bancèls 2011 Faugères 17 Drink 2015-2025
More red fruit than the 2012, and more structure too – seems more substantial altogether. Again, incredibly savoury, tarry flavours,
especially on the finish. (RH) 14%
Dom de Cébène, Les Bancèls 2008 Faugères 17 Drink 2014-2022
Blackcurrant menthol on the nose – a sweeter impression than their younger vintages, with a really complex and expressive nose.
Not nearly so severe as the younger wines – better softness in the tannin. Very lengthy finish, with the tar character offsetting the
ripe fruit nicely. (RH) 14%
Dom de Cébène, Felgaria 2012 Faugères 16.5 Drink 2017-2027
Bottled September 2013. Meaty, blackcurrant, menthol. Pretty rustic and chewy. Refreshing enough – but very much a heavy style.
Lightish tannin on the length. (RH) 14%
Dom de Cébène, Felgaria 2011 Faugères 17 Drink 2016-2026
Vibrant, minty nose with a more approachable structure than many of their others – the fruit isn’t so compact and imposing. Firm on
the finish though. Lots of substance. (RH) 14%
Dom de Cébène, Felgaria 2010 Faugères 16.5 Drink 2015-2025
Redcurrant and bramble. A bit of cedar scent and chocolate too. Medium bodied, softening tannins, a bit of smoke on the finish.
(RH) 14%
Dom de Cébène, Felgaria 2009 Faugères 17+ Drink 2014-2024
Beautifully succulent fruit – really opening up and showing the full range of fruit and perfume that the younger vintages haven’t yet
attained. Milk chocolate, violet and cassis fruit. Very lengthy finish – and plenty of development yet to come. (RH) 14%
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JANCIS ROBINSON
Languedoc-Roussillon tasting notes
10 Jul 2009 by Jancis, Tam, Richard and Victoria

CÉBÈNE
Brigitte Chevalier was the export manager for Valandraud for 10 years, and has run her own negociant business since
2003. She decided that she wanted to start making her own wines as well and 2007 was the first vintage from her
vineyards - selected parcels in Faugères. She started without cellars or winemaking equipment and had to borrow to
begin with.

Cébène, Cuvée Ex`Arena 2007 Vin de Pays d'Oc 16.5 Drink 2009-14
85% Grenache, 15% Mourvèdre. Very low yield (Mourvèdre was 18 hl/ha, Grenache 20 hl/ha). 9,000 vines/ha. Called
Ex`Arena' because this wine is grown 'out of the fold'. The vineyard is an isolated parcel on a soil that is unusual in
Languedoc: Les Sables de Corneilhan - a deep, narrow bench of sandy sediment.
Lots of extract, thick and chewy. Almost liqueur-like - cassis with an earthy undertow. Big, bold structure. Rich and
voluptuous. Turkish coffee. Well made but approach with caution. 14% (TC)

Cébène, Cuvée Les Bancels 2008 Faugères 16 Drink 2009-11
One-third Syrah, one-third Mourvèdre, one-third Grenache. Fermented partially in stainless steel vats and partially in
500-lite open barrels. Pigeage, remontage and very soft winemaking. 'Bancels' is the word for terraces in old Occitan.
She bought north-facing terraces for the Syrah and Grenache and everyone thought she was mad.
Intense nose of tangerine and tamarind, coffee beans. Smudgy tannins and quite warm but with an appealing orangecitrus freshness and verve. Sweet fruit. Chocolate finish. 14% (TC)

Cébène, Cuvée Felgaria 2008 Faugères 16.5 Drink 2011-14
50% Mourvèdre, 30% Syrah, 20% Grenache. Cask sample - will be bottled in Jul 09. 'Felgaria' is the old French word
for Faugères. When she bought the Mourvèdre vineyard it had been neglected for over two years. The weeds had
grown as high as the vines!
Concentrated mulberry scent and a little bit fumey. But jewelled fruit. A tarry crust with slate-dust minerality and bold
dark berry core. Very structured and defined. Liquorice. 14% (TC)
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Selected as one of the 12 »Best of the South » vineyards, Decanter, Sept 2013 (Andrew Jefford)

The Decanter coverpage shows
the entrance of the old
Domaine de Cébène cellar,
with Andrew Jefford. [Brigitte

Andrew Jefford in the Cébène
vineyard [Brigitte Chevalier]

Chevalier]
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The Morning Claret
A not so daily dose of the wild and wonderful in wine
Feminine Faugères
23/11/2012 by Simon Woolf www.themorningclaret.com

Brigitte Chevalier at the Outsiders tasting, London Nov 2012
I’m a big fan of Faugères – and if asked to describe the character of the wines from this small but over-achieving Languedoc appelation, I’d
probably use words like “muscular”, “spicy” and “intense” – but also “elegant” and “structured”. However, tasting Brigitte Chevalier’s Domaine
de Cébène cuvées had me frantically recalibrating.
Brigitte’s terroir is at the North-Eastern limit of the Faugères AOP, with a sizeable maritime influence from the nearby Mediterranean. That’s an
important element in her wines, for the sea breezes definitely moderate the hot, Southern French climate, helping her achieve elegance and
balance.
Try her Ex Arena IGP Oc 2011, made from a Grenache/Mourvèdre blend grown on sandy soils near Bezier. Delicate, mineral red fruit with a
rather ethereal structure. Yes, the words Mourvèdre and delicate did just appear in close proximity.
Belle Lurette Faugères 2011 is Brigitte’s equally subtle and delicious redux on Carignan. The fruit is intense, spicy and complex, but
beautifully balanced. The vines are 70 years old.
Les Bancèls Faugères 2011 (a Mourvèdre, Syrah, Grenache blend) comes from a parcel of vines growing at 300m altitude. Very ripe, with a
hint of balsamic vinegar and a slightly vegetal nature. I also tried the 2010, which seemed a tiny bit more volatile than 2011.
Domaine de Cébène Felgaria Faugères 2010 is the top cuvée, and with 50% Mourvèdre in the blend (the rest is Syrah and Grenache), you
wouldn’t expect “feminine” to be an appropriate descriptor. Yet that’s the first thing in my tasting notes. The aroma is somewhat perfumed, the
flavours still wild and savoury, but held beautifully in check, with freshness and poise.
How does Brigitte achieve the lightness of touch in these wines? She has old vines, with low yields, farms organically and uses wild yeasts and
minimal sulphur. All winemaking choices which seem to help wines speak of themselves and their origins. Fermentation is mostly in whole
bunches, again an attempt to preserve fruit characters with as little intervention as possible.
Chevalier used to be export manager for Jean-Luc Thunevin’s négociant business, and only turned her hand to winemaking in 2008. These wines
are considerable accomplishments in any timeframe – let alone a mere four years.
They say that dogs and their owners become gradually more alike as they live out their lives together. Perhaps it’s the same with winemakers and
their wines? Brigitte is charming, quietly confident and chic in a manner that only the French seem to be able to pull off. Her wines radiate the
same qualities.
Posted in: Producer tastings, Wine | Tagged: 2010, 2011, brigitte chevalier, domaine de cebene, Faugeres, france, grenache, Mourvedre, Syrah
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The Observer
Saturday 19 April 2014, David Williams

Les Bancèls Faugères 2011
“In the cooler wine regions, the battle for winemakers is to get enough
sugar in the grapes at harvest time. In the warm Languedoc region,
however, the problem is reversed: having too much sugar (and
therefore alcohol) and too little acidity. To produce her elegant red,
Brigitte Chevalier has planted the syrah and Grenache at a higher
altitude and facing north, slowing down the ripening process. Blended
with grapes from south-facing mourvèdre vines, the result is graceful
but perfectly ripe: you can sense the southern sun in its black fruit and
minerals – but it doesn’t burn.” (David Williams, The Observer,
Saturday 19 April 2014).
Recently scored 91/100 in Wine Advocate, May 2014.
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N° 54 Winter 2015
Life in the vineyard by Janice Macdonald.
Vinification : a blend of art & science, hope & faith
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Sun

Languedoc & Provence Sun
N° 53 Autumn 2014 page 1/2
Life in the vineyard before and after the vendanges by Janice Macdonald
It is early September and winemaker Brigitte Chevalier of Domaine de Cébène has a lot on her mind; the
coming vendanges for starters. The sun is ﬁnally shining after an unimpressive summer and the grapes
are looking good. Although the Syrah, Grenache and Mourvèdre vines on the northern slopes of the
hillside in Faugères will not be ready for a few weeks, perhaps the Grenache that grow in Corneilhan
could be harvested over the weekend.

For the vendanges to happen of course, there must be vendangeurs available to
work. Friends and family are always willing, but Brigitte has a team of Polish pickers
for the heavy work. She’s used them in previous years and one of them speaks a
little French, which always helps. They should all be available, but her employee,
Stéphane, will not — he has to help with his father-in-law’s own harvest. Such are
the realities of the season. But since Stéphane won’t be there, neither will his tractor
which is driven between the vines to pick up the full crates of grapes and then
transport them to the cellar back in Faugères. Instead, several lorries will be put into
use. Even though the weekend vendanges is not yet a certainty, Brigitte has ﬁnely
tuned the details. It’s necessary to plan exactly,” she explains or, the workers “vont
se tourner les pouces” — twiddle their thumbs — while waiting for instructions.

We are sitting at an outside table at Dame Jane, the small café and épicerie in Faugères that she
started with fellow vine-makers. We drink coffee and catch up, talking over the rumble of heavy
tractors and trailers on the main street that runs through the village — the vendanges have already
started in some places including the Faugères cooperative. Although we’ve emailed back and forth,
I haven’t seen Brigitte since April when I took an extended trip back to the States. She’s been busy,
she tells me, as always, mostly trying to get the new cellar in Faugères completed in time for the
harvest. When I last saw her, it was very much under construction. Although it’s essentially ﬁnished
now, there are still things that must be done before the big event. A couple of machines to install —
a cooling unit, or groupe de froid, and the égrappoir, used to de-stem the picked grapes. An elevated
metal pathway that would have allowed her to move from vat to vat without climbing step ladders will,
she’s reluctantly concluded, have to wait until after the vendanges. Perhaps not till the next one,” she
says with a rueful grin. “On the bright side though, the grapes look wonderful,” and the new cellar
with additional vats will allow her to do more complex blending.

Before I came to France, Vendanges, with a capital V, meant only the name of a supermarket jug wine. But living in a wine making
village — driving along narrow roads between vineyards and coming up short behind a lumbering tractor, catching the winey drifts of
air as I walked past cellars and taking picture after picture of bins brimming with navy blue grapes— I quickly learned the real deﬁnition.
I was also curious to know more about the winemaking process; I turned to books. One, Undthe Ripening Sun, by Patricia Atkinson,
offered an account of what happened when she and her husband left England to buy a vineyard in France; it kept me awake at night.
Their ﬁrst effort was vinegar. And then things got really bad. I read each night with horriﬁed fascination. One obstacle after another
— and her French wasn’t that good either. I could deﬁnitely relate to that. At times, I couldn’t believe that she didn’t just pack it in, but
she didn’t and now, many years later, she’s achieved considerable success. Not only did I admire her tenacity, I also had a new
appreciation for the winemaker’s work.
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Languedoc & Provence Sun
N° 53 Autumn 2014 page 2/2
All of which served to further pique my interest. Winemaking had always seemed a sort of romantic
profession—at least until I read Atkinsons’s book — but as a writer, I know how false notions of a
profession can be.
After I sold my first novel, a romance, the photographer from the local newspaper who came to take my picture
was clearly a bit disappointed to ﬁnd me in jeans and a shirt. Didn’t I wear a particular costume to write, he
asked. A corset, perhaps? I didn’t tell him that I hadn’t left the house for days and that sometimes I didn’t bother
to brush my hair — so much for glamour of a novelist’s life.

But, even if winemaking wasn’t all sunkissed vineyards and picturesque châteaux, I still wanted to know more.
While everything seems to culminate in the vendanges, what happens after the grapes are all picked, the last
of the trucks have emptied their loads in the cellars, the leaves on the vines wither and fall? What goes on in
January, when to the uninitiated the vines look more like sculptures than nature? Or March when the ﬁrst nature?
Or March when the ﬁrst buds appear? When do the grapes that were picked in September and October become the wine that we later drink?
How, for that matter, is the wine bottled? What goes into a good bottle of wine? Is it art, science — a bit of both? What is it really like to be a
winemaker? It wasn’t so much the technical details I was after, just an idea of day- to-day life. And, speciﬁcally, since winemaking has been
dominated by males, I wondered what it was like to be a woman in the winemaking industry.
A friend put me in touch with Brigitte at Domaine de Cébène. Her credentials were impressive: since the ﬁrst harvest in 2007, she has
accumulated numerous accolades: a Gold Medal at the Féminalise French wine competition, another at the Millésime Bio Challeng e in
Montpellier, a semi-annual international wine trade fair and inclusion in the 2010 edition of Bettane & Desseauve’s Grand Guide des Vins de
France, considered the Who’s Who of French winemaking.
All impressive enough, but it wasn’t until I personally met Brigitte that I knew I’d found the right person for the project I had in mind. It was
March and she’d taken me to see the Faugères vineyard. The wind nearly knocking us over, we bent to look at a gnarled and twisted vine
that seemed more art than organic. Carignan vines that the previous owner was going to pull up, Brigitte told me. She convinced him to spare
them. “They’re part of our wine-growing heritage,” she said.“I felt it was my duty to save them.”
I listened to her talk about the land, the vines, the art of making wine. I heard the passion in her voice, the striving for that elusive something,
the obsession, really, with the work. It all reminded me of how it feels when I get together with writing friends. Despite all the ups and downs,
the uncertainties, there is absolutely nothing else you could imagine yourself doing. Clearly Brigitte felt the same way about winemaking: it
seemed a perfect match.

So for the next year, until the 2015 vendanges, I will be following and writing about Brigitte’s work at Domaine de Cébène. I hope to learn a
lot more about to learn a lot more about the process myself and to provide an informative and entertaining glimpse into the life of a Languedoc
winemaker. Follow Brigitte’s story in future issues of the Languedoc & Provence Sun.
The Grenache in Corneilhan, used to make Domaine de Cébènes’ Ex Arena cuveé was harvested Saturday, September 13 and is bubbling
away in the fermenting tank in Brigitte’s new cellar — a christening of sorts!
www.cebene.fr
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cooking notes
william clement

rocks and perfume, two lovely Faugères from Dom de Cébène
Posted on April 4, 2013

A couple of samples appeared at work today; two beautiful, pretty, very delicious southern French wines – the first of
which I got to know when I was working for Cambridge Wine Merchants – that really show the best of the local grapes.
Speaking of hills and warm sun, these are wines that remind me not only what I love, but what I think is good, too. Sorry
I’m lyrical, but you can’t ask much more of a thing, really.

Domaine de Cébène “Les Bancèls” Faugères 2011
The nose is lifted, fruit like ripe red plums and dusty, hot raspberries; behind it are bay leaves, fresh hay, and a sort of
warm, granitic mineral note. Palate: generous and juicy with firm but ripe tannins. This, and a good redcurrant acidity, will
make this last, though it’s good to drink now. The wine has a sense of prettiness and assured femininity; I don’t say that
sort of thing carelessly. So many of these Southern wines are absolute brutes. This is sturdy – but finely dressed, tastefully
perfumed and very pretty. It’s evocative, reminds you of hot summer slipping poetically into autumn. It has a lightness of
touch, not cloying at all, that makes it the sort of wine you really want to drink. Honestly, I can’t think of a better way to
drink so beautifully for around £16. 50% Mourvèdre with Syrah and Grenache making up the rest. 19/20.
Domaine de Cébène “Belle Lurette” Faugères 2011
I sniff this and think “DUCK!” It’s made for those garlicky, fatty, country dishes, oozing with the kind of delicious fats that
engender the healthy of heart – olive, duck, goose, pork. The lifted notes on the nose are bramble and orange peel, with
backnotes of bay, anise, lavender. There’s round, sweet fruit here – blackberries and red apples – but it’s all about the oils,
the forest, the herbs, the sunny provincial flavour that reminds you slightly of rough cider. It’s a character I think you often
find in Carignan from old vines, and this is exemplary: it is exceptionally characterful, with bold, impressionistic strokes
that tell just what it is and where it’s from. In some ways less immediately pleasurable than the “Bancèls”, this wine is
intense, eccentric, delicious stuff. Old vines carignan. 18.5/20
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Leaving Bordeaux and Vinexpo for Paris last week brought a rush of elation. Soon I would be eating good food and slamming crunchy Loire
wines; meandering amidst the memories of lost love and the halcyon era of youth, when a student there.
Bordeaux is a city of handsome nineteenth century architecture, good shopping and a certain confidence which, despite the commercial allure of
her top wines, feels provincial rather than international. There is nothing wrong with that of course and I am sure that in context, ‘Bordeaux
offers the pulse of a big city without the worries’, as a taxi driver put it. Yet the traffic in Bordeaux is as gnarled as the new tram line is slick and
it is this slickness perhaps, for which I have yet to find love.
I was in Bordeaux for Vinexpo, a paean to largesse: endless halls crammed with suited agents, buyers, producers, lycra-clad salesgirls; everyone
in between. I soon learned that Vinexpo, unlike Vinitaly or even Prowein, is not a wine show for tasting but solely for business. For me, the naif,
this was disenchanting.
While the Loire section in Hall 1 was interesting and the Irpinia stand in Hall 2 well supported by fine producers, detailed literature and an
attractive area for tasting; it was what Jancis Robinson calls the ‘off-piste’ events that proved most rewarding. Jancis suggested that the
organizers of Vinexpo discourage these extracurricular tastings and yet, given the sheer number of them, it would appear that many producers
feel compelled to get their wines shown amidst the phalanx of the wine trade albeit, feel it incredulous to exhibit their wines in the main Vinexpo
setting.
These producers likely feel that their wines are overlooked amidst the extravaganza. Given that many of the peripheral events were held by
consortiums of organic, biodynamic and/or youthful gangs cheekily inviting attendees to ‘rise up’ for ‘real wine,’ and the like; some of these
events smacked of rebellion. Then again, given the expense of renting floor space in the main shebang, it is also likely that many smaller
producers simply could not afford to exhibit there.
In any event, my experience was augmented by these ‘off-piste’ gatherings and it is to these that I will return next year, risking accusations of
perfidy! The most comprehensive gathering was ‘la Renaissance des Appellations’ which was held in the Grand Theatre, as glamorous a setting
for a tasting as any.
The stars of course were Domaines Leroy, Lafarge and Leflaive of Burgundy and yet, it was Domaine Delesvaux and the precise Chenins and
scented Cabernets from Anjou; Domaine Prieure Saint Christophe and unusual age-worthy mountain wines of the Savoie; the tangy crystalline
Jurancons from Domaine de Souch and, uplifting in the heat of the French scrum, the glorious scents of violet and five-spice from
Castagna’s Aussie alpine Syrahs, huddled near Rebholz’s tango of phenolics and acidity, the type of oral stimuli that seldom exists outside the
finest expressions of German Riesling; that satisfied the most. Sadly, there was little Bordeaux among my favourites.
Elsewhere I tasted wonderful wines from two domaines in Pic Saint Loup, the understated and poised range from Chateau de Lancyre, offering
superb value; alongside the intensity and chiseled precision of Chateau de Cazeneuve and the tour de force cuvee, le Roc des Mates.

Lastly, at another organic sideshow although this one, the ‘Expressions des Vignerons Bio,’ a tasting within
the confines of Vinexpo albeit, inconveniently slotted in a remote hall on the other side of the river; I
discovered a wine that made me swoon: Domaine de Cebene’s Faugeres ‘les Bancels’. Here, Brigitte
Chevalier is crafting stunning wines from schistous terroir, light on their feet, aromatic and bundled with
ripe yet stemmy complexity, for grip and grace.
My heart had sunk trundling the halls of Vinexpo and yet, here I was, tasting uplifting and energizing wines
from producers driven by the hope that something beautiful will emerge from their land and toil. Suddenly I
felt, again, incredibly grateful to be in the wine world.
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From Janice MacDonald’s Facebook / March 4, 2014
One Year In France . . . and a project for the 2nd year
… Not quite six weeks before I fly back to Seattle for a few months and a lot to do in
the interim — pack up this apartment, surprising how much I’ve managed to
accumulate, and store everything, including the car, in a friend’s garage. And, my
least favorite part of the writing process–continue the search for an agent for the
book I’ve finally finished. There’s also a new project on the horizon.

When I first came to France, I read a book, Under the Ripening Sun, by Patricia
Atkinson, who wrote very entertainingly about what happened when she and her
husband left England to buy a vineyard in France and make wine. Their first effort was vinegar. And then her
husband left her. And then things got really bad. I read each night with horrified fascination. Sometimes I’d lie awake
worrying about her. One obstacle after another –and her French wasn’t that good either. I could definitely relate to
that. At times, I couldn’t believe that she didn’t just pack it in, but she didn’t and now, many years later, she’s won
loads of prizes and is practically a godess of wine making. Not only did I admire her tenacity, I also had a new
appreciation for what goes into a bottle of wine. Living in a wine making village,
seeing a bit of the vendange, also whet my appetite to learn more about the
process.

As luck would have it, my new apartment in Laurens is just down the road from the
Domaine de Cébene where Brigitte Chevalier has been making Faugere
wine since 2006. Yesterday, we had lunch in Damejane, a small café and epicerie
Brigitte and a partner started recently in the village of Faugeres

After lunch, we drove through her vineyard, looked at an old stone hut–originally used to store tools and to give the
vintner and his horses some shade from the hot sun. By the time tourists arrive this summer, it will be a tasting
room. We also checked out progress on the new cellar to be completed in time for this year’s vendange. The wind
nearly knocking us over, we bent to look at a gnarled and twisted vine that seemed
more art than organic. Carignan vines that the previous owner was going to pull up,
Brigitte said. She convinced him to spare them. “They’re part of our wine-growing
heritage,” she said. ” I felt it was my duty to save them.”

As I listened to Brigitte talk about the land, the vines, the art of making wine, I was
reminded of how it feels when I get together with writing friends. We might moan
and complain about agents and editors who don’t appreciate genius when they see
it, or the fact that fast food workers make more than most writers, but there’s a
passion and enthusiasm, an obsession, a conviction that despite all the ups and
downs, the uncertainties, there really isn’t anything else you could imagine yourself doing.
It all seemed to come together–my own thoughts about the creative process, Brigitte’s
sensibilities and, of course, willingness to be involved. A Year in The Life of a
Winemaker will be a project for my second year in France. I’ll be back from the States in
September, the start of the 2014 vendange and will follow Brigitte’s work and life over the
following twelve months. At the end of it all, we both hope, there will be a book and some
bottles of very good wine.
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Terroiristes of Languedoc, Ken Payton
“This documentary chronicles a year’s work of twelve dynamic and creative wineries, seeking to re-imagine
and redefine what is an accelerating movement throughout the region : an insistence on very high quality
wines coupled with environmentally responsible viticulture…” Ken Payton
http://www.facebook.com/LesTerroiristesDuLanguedocUnFilm
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MARCH 2012
Rosemary George’s pick from her top seven areas
FELGARIA 2009 **** 17.5
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Lauren Mowery

http://chasingthevine.com

SEPTEMBER 19, 2012

What I Drank – Domaine de Cébène,
Les Bancels, Faugères 2010

Domaine de Cébène–a rising star!
No matter how many wines regions I try, there is always another waiting to be discovered, and France is particularly replete
with appellations. Take Faugères in the Coteaux du Languedoc in the South of France. The appellation has only been around
since 1982, but Faugères is now considered an unofficial cru of sorts for the region (meaning some think it is better than
others), known mostly for its reds made from Mourvedre, Syrah and Grenache.
This small appellation due north of Béziers is only about 5000 acres, and it would have been a blip on my radar, had not a
local restaurant been willing to take a chance and serve this little-region-that-could by the glass. What makes Faugères
unique is that it sits on a schist-load of rock. No, seriously, the soil is 350 million year old schist (a metamorphic rock derived
mostly from clay, that flakes and breaks easily). For winemakers, particularly the French, this translates into terroir. Another
attribute of Faugères, so I read, are the like-minded, quality-driven winemakers that dominate production.
Enter Domaine de Cébène. The founder of the winery is Brigitte Chevalier, a former export manager in Bordeaux, who began
making wines from others’ grapes, before purchasing her own vineyard in Northern Faugères. First, let us applaud that
Brigitte is a female owner/winemaker. I hope one day we needn’t give special kudos to women in the biz, but as it stands,
there are a lot of dudes dominating the industry. Second, her wines have received a lot of acclaim in a short amount of time–
a woman who knows her schist.
Brigitte produces several wines, one of which is the Les Bancels, or “terraces”, made from Mourvedre, Syrah and Grenache. I
purchased the 2010 vintage from Garagiste for $18.99, after a write-up promising I would be in-the-know for this rising
artisanal star. Honestly though, I had kept an eye out for anything Faugères, after drinking that first, intriguing glass a few
weeks prior. How did it go?
Les Bancels tastes like a dance through the wild herb-strewn, summer fields of the South of France, where
blueberries, cherries and bramble fruit ripen from the endless sunshine. Lots of ready-to-be picked fruit up
front, with a spicy, peppery finish and minerality (the shist terroir?) throughout. The wine is balanced by
good acidity and smooth tannins. There is a little alcoholic heat that can be tempered by an ever-so-slight
chill on the bottle.
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Rosemary George, MW, tasted Domaine de Cébène wines a few days ago at the occasion of the
FAUGERES' 30TH BIRTHDAY
Posted: 11 Jun 2012 03:00 AM PDT

The appellation of Faugères is celebrating its 30th birthday this year, so over the last couple of weeks or so there
have been various festivities, tastings and dinners. .......
......Another friend suggested a balade vigneronne with Pierre Roque and Brigitte Chevalier from Domaine de
Cebene, with the idea of looking at the schist in Brigitte’s vineyards and then tasting the wines back in her cellar,
to see whether we could discern the impact of the schist on the flavours. It was an interesting idea and Pierre
talked very knowledgeably and enthusiastically. We looked at Brigitte’s recently purchased vineyard of old
Carignan – she doesn’t know exactly how old – the papers said ‘planted before 1950’ and there were some
wonderfully gnarled twisted vines. The birdsong was almost deafening and there were wild flowers galore and
brilliant yellow broom brightened up the vegetation of the garrigues. Pierre explained that the schist of Faugères
is 350 million years old, squeezed between the Pyrenees and the Massif Central. It is metamorphic rock,
originally clay, which is hard and compact. The layers between the schist are important, but that is where the
roots, water and organic matter filter between the layers. Usually they are in vertical or sloping layers, allowing
for the roots to travel down deep. There is also a patch of limestone in Faugères, where there are no vines. And
then we looked at a second vineyard, les Bancels, which means terraces in Occitan, with the vines facing north and
north west and north east, but not south, planted in terraces around a rocky outcrop. Brigitte’s tiny cellar is in the
village of Caussiniojuls, which means la petite montagne qui dansent dans les nuages –and there we adjourned
for some tasting.
Apparently schist accounts for 10% of the world’s vineyards and is one of the most distinctive of soils.
We started with a wine that does not come from schist – 2010 Ex Arena – made mainly from old Grenache,
grown on villefranchien soil in the nearby village of Corneilhan, which is outside the appellation of Faugères . It
was delicious, with very perfumed spice on the palate and nose, reminiscent of fresh cherries. A lovely balance.
With red fruit, freshness and elegance. The 2011 Ex Arena was a vat sample with ripe spice, and lots of fruit,
but still the edges of a young wine.
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Next we went on to Brigitte’s first vintage from the Carignan vineyard, 2011 Belle Lurette. The expression il y a
une belle lurette, means ‘a long time ago’. Very ripe nose with red fruit and a certain stony minerality with some
quite tight tannins. This was grown on schist and it had a minerality that the Ex Arena did not have – was this a
result of the different terroir, or the different grape variety, or both? Carignan is a more structured grape variety
than Grenache. Pierre described Carignan as having ripe cherry fruit, but with an acidulé note.

Next we looked at Les Bancels, a blend of Syrah and Grenache. The 2011 was fresh and stony, with peppery
spicy notes from the Syrah, and some red fruit. Note this Syrah is grown on cooler slopes. It too had a firm
minerality. The 2010 les Bancels was richer and riper, a touch alcoholic on the finish, and again a comparable
stony mineral note, and 2009 les Bancels from a hotter year, was broader and riper and more mouth filling, with
quite firm tannins Brigitte called 2011 une année féerique.

Her third cuvée is Felgaria, 2010, a selection of the best plots. Mourvèdre dominates the blend, and Pierre said
that he thought Mourvèdre on schist was le couple de l’avenir, the pairing with a great future. Stony fruit on the
nose, with firm tannins on the palate, as well as acidity giving freshness, and some lovely fruit. Pierre observed
that Mourvèdre is quite virile and the schist brings out the flavours of the Mourvèdre, while the Mourvèdre gives
tannin to the wine. 2011 Felgaria in barrel, just the Syrah component, was peppery on ripe with perfumed
fruit and supple tannins. It promises very well. And with the wines came a selection of local charcuterie,
including a bougnette de Lacaune, which was new to me, It comes from pork, both meat and fat, bread crumbs
and some herbs.
We could have gone on to another birthday party in Laurens, where various growers were showing their wines,
with food and music, but I am sorry to admit that our energy levels failed.
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Steven Spurrier’s recommendations 2011
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LA N GU EDOC WINE
NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS ON THIS EXCITING WINE REGION

Graham Tigg
Monday, 15 November 2010

Outsiders Tasting Part 2

I’d heard and read good things about Domaine Cébène so this was a first taste. All three (Ex Arena 2008, Les
Bancèls 2009 and Felgara 2009) managed to combine garrigue flavours of the south with fresh, ripe concentrated
– but not baked or too spicy – fruit. The Ex Arena, from vineyards just north of Béziers, showed the most pepper and
savoury garrigue herb character. Les Bancèls and Felgaria is grown on schist in the heart of Faugeres. Les Bancèls had
intense but structured black fruits with wild flowers. The Mouvèdre dominated Felgaria was much headier and meaty,
even iron, and needs time to integrate. The big clue was savouring the flavours that lingered in the empty glass of all
three wines – while dangerously attractive now they will keep. Brigitte Chevalier has been making wine for others for
some time and the wines show a much more advanced state of work in progress than most new domains.

POSTED BY GRAHAM AT 18:20 1 COMMENTS
LABELS: DOMAINE CÉBÈNE, DOMAINE JONES, O'VINEYARDS, OUTSIDERS TASTING
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Roussillon & Languedoc
"Wine, food, people, places..." by Richard M James

http://frenchcataloniawine.blogspot.com

Monday, April 4, 2011
Languedoc “profile”: Domaine de Cébène, Faugères

Brigitte Chevalier purchased a few parcels of lofty vineyards in 2006 in the
northern reaches of the Faugères appellation, which give their name to three
different wines reflecting terrain and grape variety. Les Bancèls, the name
traditionally coined by the locals for high schist terraces on the Cévennes foothills,
is a blend of east- and north-facing Syrah, north-facing Grenache and Mourvèdre,
which Brigitte believes is particularly at home on her highest south-facing slopes.
Felgaria is a barrel-selection cuvée based on at least half of the latter variety plus
the other two, with less Grenache in it. However, for those hardcore G-aficionados
out there, she also makes another red called “Ex Arena” from 85% Grenache
sourced from sandy pebbley deposits in a different spot.
The estate has been converted over to organic winegrowing from the beginning with “official” status granted
when the 2010s are released. Overall, on evidence of three vintages (see below), Brigitte’s wines look very
promising, even if a touch dear; well, for me anyway, and no more than many other small-production handcrafted wineries. These five reds were sampled at the “Languedoc Millésimes” tastings in the region (21-25
March 2011), where I met and talked to Brigitte one evening. I’ve used my ‘new’ scoring system of one, two
or three ‘ticks’ (good, very good, fabulous); or just plain 1 to 3 here, if you get my drift. Euro prices are cellar
door per bottle inc. taxes, added later so didn’t influence my notes (if it makes any difference).
Les Bancèls 2009 (50% Syrah, 25% Grenache, 25% Mourvèdre) - sweet cherry fruity nose with aromatic
wild herbs, strawberry and peppery edges; solid grippy palate vs lovely fruit and nice rounded tannins. 1.5-2
€14
Les Bancèls 2008 (similar blend) - similar nose, nicer fruit palate with maturing oily touches, peppery
and black cherry; quite punchy/hot on finish vs firm vs bit of sweet & savoury. 1
Les Bancèls 2010 (cask/vat sample, will be the first certified organic vintage) - delicious black
cherry/berry fruit with some earthy savoury edges, quite chunky palate and tannins but nice balance.
Promising. 2
Cuvée Felgaria 2009 (50% Mourvèdre, 35% Syrah, 15% Grenache) - wild herb and tobacco notes, lovely
spicy fruit and intensity, nice rounded vs dry tannins and plenty of that peppery vs sweet fruit. Yum. 2-3
Cuvée Felgaria 2008 (similar blend of Mourvèdre, Syrah, Grenache) - lovely intricate nose, herby and
minty even vs developing sweet & savoury fruit; subtle oak texture and choc vs cherry fruit, concentration
and oomph vs elegance (although a tad hot in the end maybe). 2
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Languedoc: Faugères focus
A load of old schist?
French winegrowers/makers sometimes get rather excited about soil and
its place at the root of wine appellations, although many of these are so large
and sprawling with such a variation in/variety of soil types (especially across
vast wine-lands like the Languedoc), that it can get a little too geological,
tiresome even, to follow/swallow all that "terroir" talk narrowly focusing on
this aspect alone. Ever read one of those not-very-helpful traditional back
labels (you’re lucky if there is one for a start) on a bottle of French wine?
“…Clay, limestone, big pebbles, millions of years, Romans (aah!) blah blah…”
What’s it actually made from then (call me new-fashioned, but grape variety does impart some character to a
wine, surely?) and, erm, taste like? Oh, that’s a secret of the “terroir”…
Anyway, Faugères, a relatively small wine region covering approx. 2000 hectares (5000 acres) lying to the
north of Béziers, is fairly unique in this respect, as a sort-of "cru" appellation or ‘newly’ coined and rather
meaningless “Grand Vin du Languedoc,” as it's mapped out across an area largely dominated by schist soils.
Hence, the Faugères appellation is neatly hemmed in by the villages of Cabrerolles (including the hamlets of
Aigues Vives, La Liquière & Lenthéric) and Caussiniojouls to the west, Faugères itself in the north, Fos and
Roquessels to the east and Laurens and Autignac in the south.
Geologists aside, English speakers don’t usually understand what you mean when you say “schist” - I guess
as there isn’t any in the UK or US, for example (could be wrong there but no desire at all to delve deeper)? In
this Languedoc neck of the woods, the distinctive soil - can be quite big lumps of layered flaky ‘rock’, looks a
little like slate but much softer and crumblier as it’s essentially a kind of compacted dried-out clay - is mostly
brownish orange with grey/blue veins deeper down. Whereas the schist you see around Collioure and
Banyuls-sur-mer, for instance, is often redder still and it’s grey or black even in the northern Roussillon.
They’re well-schisted too in parts of Corsica, the Valais region of Switzerland and Priorat in Catalonia.
Something to do with the formation and collapse of the Pyrenees, which once (100s of millions of years ago…)
swept right across the Mediterranean and beyond. So I’m told.
Does all this really matter? Well, there is sometimes something distinctive about Faugères’ wines, flavour and
structure-wise, and the quality level is generally quite high. It also gives you an excuse to come and see their
bold, beautiful and schist-laden wine-lands for yourself, with its spectacular vine-contoured hillsides,
especially around pretty Cabrerolles and Caussiniojouls. And the idea of bringing together a like-minded band
of winegrowers, as they have done in the guise of a schisty association to promote themselves, sounds like a
good one. More info on the Faugères wine trail, called “nature schiste” in French, and other wine & food
events in the area at faugeres.com. By the way, interesting to note the number of wineries below that are
organic or in the process of, which probably isn’t a coincidence: if soil matters, don’t kill it, as they say...
This post is the first in a series of reports and winery profiles from five intensive days spent at the “Languedoc
Millésimes” tastings in the region (21-25 March 2011), where I had the chance to taste mostly 2010, 2009
and 2008 vintages. As well as, more importantly and more fun, meet and talk to Faugères winemakers and
try (drink/enjoy even; woops, not v. pc) some of their older wines too. I’ve used my ‘new’ scoring system of
one, two or three ‘ticks’ (good, very good, fabulous); or just plain 1 to 3 here, if you get my drift. Euro prices
are cellar door per bottle inc. taxes, added a week later so didn’t influence my notes (if it makes any
difference).
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Roussillon & Languedoc
"Wine, food, people, places..." by Richard M James http://frenchcataloniawine.blogspot.com

The Vine Route – Tom Fiorina
Faugères flamboyant: Domaine de Cébène turns
northward to make a uniquely southern wines
May 21, 2010
in Faugères, Languedoc
Schist happens...to make very good terraces, and even
better wines.
The two adjacent Languedoc wine appellations of
Faugères and St Chinian are similar in size, grape
varieties, soil types and styles of wine. Both appellations
were even created in the same year–1982. But Faugères
has long lived in the shadow of St Chinian; mostly
because of the greater notoriety of several St Chinian
winemakers. That may be changing, as talented and innovative winemakers, like Brigitte Chevalier,
exploit the promise and potential of the signature schist of Faugères.
It normally takes years, sometimes generations, for a vineyard to have its wines recognized by wine critics and for it to
be awarded wine medals. Brigitte Chevalier managed to achieve both critical and competitive acclaim for the very first
vintage at her Domaine de Cébène vineyard in Faugères. Being a woman, in the übermasculine winemaking field,
makes her exploit even more notable.
But this relatively neophyte winemaker has 20 years of commercial experience behind her, including having worked
for 10 years as the export manager for the well-known Bordeaux négociant Jean-Luc Thunevin. Working to sell wine
from the Château Valandraud, where Thunevin helped to launch the garagiste movement, got Chevalier interested in
blending wine. She was originally from the Languedoc, so the idea of finding a property there to make her own wine
came naturally. Her partner (as in life partner) came from Bédarieux, just north of Faugères, so she began her search in
2006 in that part of the Languedoc.

She chose to start her vineyard on two completely different parcels of land. The first is a terraced mound in the
extreme north of the Faugères appellation. At 300 meters it’s also one of the highest points in Faugères. The site
resembles a Mayan temple before the archeologists have peeled away the vegetation that covers it. Syrah and
Grenache vines are planted on its northern and northeastern faces, while later-ripening Mourvèdre vines face due
south, giving this late-ripening grape variety some additional time in the sun. She deliberately sought out such an
orientation when she was looking for vines to purchase, explaining that this permits her to ensure that the sugar
maturation in her grapes isn’t ahead of the development of the phenolic compounds, the flavor elements that greatly
affect the quality and taste of fruits. For example, if those Syrah and Grenache vines were on the opposite side of this
mound, the hot sun would bring the sugar levels high enough for harvesting at the time of grape maturation, but the
phenolic compounds might still be immature. If she waited for the sugar and phenolic relationship to be balanced,
she’d end up with so much sugar in the grapes that her wine would have 14 or 15 percent alcohol.
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Brigitte Chevalier of Domaine de Cébène.
Her judicious property choice, combined with the deep-rooted vines growing on these terraced balconies of
schist, very low yields, optimal grape ripeness, and careful vinification give her wine a unique profile. In
fact, when I first tasted it, I immediately thought of a really elegant Châteauneuf. Not to take anything away
from Faugères wine, which I truly appreciate, but the Domaine de Cébène Les Bancèls and Felgaria wines
from this particular hillside possess the balanced underlying acidity, fine tannins, and an explosion of fruit
that is more often found in high-quality southern Rhône valley wines.
The second parcel that she purchased is located in Corneilhan, just 20 km from the
Mediterranean. It’s planted with 25-year-old Grenache and Mourvèdre vines. She chose this
location, she says, because of the 40-meter-deep bed of sea sediment and alluvial deposits of
stone, pebbles, sand and gravel that underlie it. Besides offering her vines extraordinary
drainage, this soil, she explains, is perfect for low-vigor vines that yield small quantities of
grapes with great concentration and complexity. The 85% Grenache that she uses in the Ex
Arena red wine produced from this location forms a concentrated base of herbal sweetness and
roundness that is, once again, reminiscent of a good Châteauneuf de Pape. The wine’s 15%
Mourvèdre lends a touch of that grape’s traditional gamey, earthy flavor, at once softening and
giving the Grenache some additional structure.
What’s distinctive about Chevalier’s wines is that the Les Bancèls and Felgaria from the
northern part of Faugères have all of the classic schist aromas and minerality typical of the better wines from this
appellation. The Ex Arena is round and finessed, but it also has a warmth to its character that signifies its Languedoc
origins. All three are balanced, rich, soft and lovely wines, with abundant fruit and spiciness, complex structures, rich
tannins and hints that they will continue to evolve over a number of years. And there’s nothing fake or “international”
about them; they could only come from Faugères terroir.
Words of praise
The Ex Arena from her 2007 inaugural vintage was awarded a Gold Medal at the Féminalise French wine competition,
where wines are tasted by a professional, all-women jury. The Domaine de Cébène Felgaria 2008 earned another Gold
Medal in Montpellier this January at the Millésime Bio Challenge competition that is part of the semi-annual
international wine trade fair for wine made from organically farmed grapes.
And no less an authority than the English Master of Wine wine writer Jancis Robinson wrote that Chevalier’s 2008
wines represented “an excellent quality/price ratio.” She gave the 2008 Les Bancèls a note of 16 (out of 20) and both
the 2007 Ex Arena and the 2008 Felgaria were given a 16.5 rating.
Chevalier’s domaine was also selected to be included in the 2010 edition of
Bettane & Desseauve’s Grand Guide des Vins de France. Many winemakers
labor for years and never achieve mention in this annual tome, which is viewed
by many as the Who’s Who of French winemaking.
Cébenna "alongée" in her mountain.
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Chevalier’s experience in marketing shows in the naming of her domain and her cuvées. Les Cévennes, the mountains
that form the southern part of the Massif Central, the plateau that rises up in central France, were named for the Gallic
goddess Cébenna (Cébène in French). Cébenna, legend has it, resides in the mountain of Caroux, just north of the
beautiful village of Olargues, which loyal Vine Route readers may remember is not far from a vineyard run by another
female winemaker, Iris Rutz-Rudel of Domaine Lisson. And it doesn’t take much imagination to see, in that
mountain’s silhouette, the form of a woman lying on her back.
It’s understandable how Chevalier, who did her university studies in Literature, embraced this legend. Her love of
history and literature also guided her choice of names for the domain’s three wines. Les Bancèls is a local expression
for the schist terraces, like the ones where many of the Domaine de Cébène vines reside. “These terraces not only limit
erosion on the hillsides,” she says, “but they also create a micro-climate that is beneficial for the vines. We need to
preserve and use these wonderful resources.”
Felgaria, the name of another of her wines, is how the Romans referred to the Faugères region, and Ex Arena is Latin
for “out of the sand,” a nod to the unique sedimentary soil that produces this wine.
Chevalier also has her own wine merchant business, Chevalier Vins, where she works closely with top-quality growers
to produce a range of “Vins de Talent” wines. One notable success is the Domaine La Combe Blanche’s Clos du
Causse, a Minervois La Livinière wine made in association with winemaker Guy Vanlancker. This wine, which is
made principally from some very old Syrah vines on limestone soil, with the addition of Grenache from equally old,
low-yield vines, and a tiny bit of Cinsault from clay-limestone soil, has won several awards and acclamations from
different wine guides.
“I want to make “vin du nord” (wine from the north) in the “sud” (south),” she says. She has already achieved some of
that objective of capturing the style and delicate flavor of cooler-appellation wines in the Languedoc, proving that her
winemaking skills are equal to her commercial talent. She’d like to next make her vineyard biodynamic, she adds, and
then—“Wouldn’t it be wonderful,” she asks to no one in particular, “to make a white wine like a Didier Dagueneau
(the late, iconoclastic Loire Valley winemaker) Sancerre?”
I, for one, believe that she can do it, and I can’t wait to taste that white wine.
Tom Fiorina is an American, living in Toulouse, who writes about French terroir-driven wine and the
passionate winemakers who make it.
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La Médocaine et la déesse du Languedoc
Brigitte Chevalier présente jusqu'à ce soir ses vins à Saint-Émilion, chez JeanLuc Thunevin. (Photo J.-P. T.)
Brigitte Chevalier est née à Soulac et ne renie pas ses origines médocaines. Mais
sa terre d'élection aujourd'hui est à Faugères dans l'Hérault, où elle s'est installée
après avoir travaillé durant vingt ans dans le négoce du vin bordelais, dont dix
ans à Saint-Émilion, chez Jean-Luc Thunevin, pour s'occuper des ventes à
l'exportation du prestigieux château Valandraud.
C'est d'ailleurs chez lui qu'elle est venue cette semaine pour participer pour la première fois aux primeurs
avec son propre vin.
Rien ne la prédestinait au départ à devenir viticultrice. Son affaire à elle, c'était le commerce. Mais une fois
partie à Faugères, pour rejoindre l'homme de sa vie, elle a été séduite par les terroirs environnants.
« J'ai alors réalisé que j'étais une vigneronne dans l'âme, mais sans vigne. Je ne suis pas une héritière de
château médocain. J'avais pour seule formation vitivinicole, un Duad (1). »
Ce qui ne suffit pas pour travailler dans la vigne et au chai. En 2004, Brigitte Chevalier a donc repris des
études. Puis, exploré les hauteurs de Faugères en quêtes des terroirs de ses désirs. « J'ai choisi des parcelles
exclusivement orientées au nord/nord-est. Pour préserver la finesse, la fraîcheur et le fruit des syrah,
grenache et mourvèdre. Pour faire le vin que je veux. »
Conversion bio
Ainsi est né de toutes pièces le domaine de Cébène (2) (de Cébéna, déesse qui a donné son nom aux
Cévennes), actuellement en conversion bio. Il se décline en trois crus : Les Bancèls, Felgaria (nom latin de
Faugères) issu des meilleures parcelles, et Ex Arena, vin de pays d'Oc produit à partir de vignes plantées sur
un sol de sédiments marins. « Un vin fait pour vieillir et conçu comme une gourmandise. »
(1) Diplôme universitaire d'aptitude à la dégustation. (2) Domaine de Cébène : www.cebene.fr ou 06 74 96
42 67.
Auteur : Jean-Pierre Tamisier
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The Outsiders come to London
Posted on November 13, 2010 by Tim Atkin

Getting to grips with terroir

My favourite wines….

2009 Domaine de Cébène Les Bancèls, Faugères
Brigitte Chevalier used to work in Bordeaux for Jean-Luc Thunevin, and she’s made the leap from sales to winemaking
look easy. Her wines are all excellent, made from low-yielding vines. This is polished yet appealingly wild, with the
50% Mourvèdre adding a savoury depth. The tannins are supple and very fine, with refreshing acidity lifting the
flavours of wild herbs, raspberry and plum. A domaine to watch.
94 points.
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